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ABSTRACT: Results from the first simulations with the Rossby Centre regional climate atmosphere
(RCA) model were used to force 2 versions of process-oriented models of the Baltic Sea — one timedependent, the other considering the mean state. The purpose was primarily to obtain a first scenario
of the future state of the Baltic Sea. In addition, we looked at this exercise as a method to evaluate the
consistency of the water cycle and the heat balance produced by atmospheric climate models. The RCA
model is a high-resolution atmospheric regional model which is forced with lateral conditions from a
global model. A large-scale Baltic drainage basin hydrological model, forced by the RCA model, was
used to simulate river runoff. Using RCA model data from the control run we found that that the temperature and ice conditions in the Baltic Sea were reasonably realistic while the salinity field was
poorly reproduced. We conclude that the modelling of the water cycle needs considerable improvement. We also conclude that the time for the Baltic Sea to respond to the water cycle is much longer
than the integration period so far used with the RCA model. Forcing the ocean models with RCA model
data from a future scenario with an enhanced greenhouse effect gives an increased sea-surface temperature and a much reduced extent of ice in the Baltic Sea due to climate warming. Also the salinity is
reduced, which implies possible serious effects on the future marine life in the Baltic Sea. The results
demonstrate that accurate atmospheric modelling of not only the heat balance but also the water cycle
is crucial for Baltic Sea climate simulations.
KEY WORDS: Baltic Sea · Climate change · Temperature · Sea ice

1. INTRODUCTION
The Earth’s climate system is at present analysed
with global numerical models for the ocean, atmosphere, and cryosphere and land surface, often referred
to as general circulation models (GCMs). The interpretation of this type of models indicates surface warming
associated with increased levels of greenhouse gases.
However the amplitude differs depending on region as
well as on the model used (Schuurmans et al. 1995,
IPPC 1996). Numerical simulations of the climate in the
Nordic Countries (Räisänen 1994, 2000, Johannesson
et al. 1995) indicate an increase both in air temperature
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and in precipitation during the next 100 yr. However,
the coarse resolution in the climate GCMs make predictions of the regional climate questionable. Therefore various methods, statistical as well as dynamical,
are needed in order to increase the quality of regional
climate simulations.
Our ability to understand and predict the climate
system and climate change depends critically on our
capability to observe and model the processes governing the water cycle and the heat balance. The water
cycle and the heat balance of the northern Europe are
affected by a number of small-scale features, as, for
example, the complex coastlines, islands and numerous lakes, as well as the complexities of the Baltic Sea
estuary. As a consequence, there is insufficient knowledge today about these cycles, with regard to observations as well as models (BALTEX 1995). Anyhow,
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2. BACKGROUND

Fig. 1. Principal coupling mechanisms between the atmosphere, land surface and Baltic Sea. E and P denote evaporation and precipitation respectively, F in- and outflows through
the Danish Straits, H heat fluxes including radiation, R river
runoff and W the wind energy

studies of water and heat cycles have a long tradition
in the countries surrounding the Baltic Sea, which
thereby provides an excellent region for climate studies.
The Baltic drainage basin, with a total area of about
1.7 × 106 km2, can be used as a huge rain gauge or test
site for climate modelling. The closing of the atmospheric water and heat balances can be done by considering the net fluxes from the drainage basins through
the straits of the Baltic Sea entrance area (Fig. 1). Baltic
Sea modelling can therefore serve as an important
component for the validation of the atmospheric and
land-surface models by closing the water and heat balance over the whole drainage basin. This idea will be
further explored in the present paper, in which we
apply Baltic Sea modelling in order to review the water
cycle and the heat balance in climate atmosphere
models.
The aim of this paper is to analyse the results from
the Rossby Centre regional climate atmosphere (RCA)
model with respect to the description of the water cycle
and the heat balance. The atmospheric model is a
regional climate version of HIRLAM (Källén 1996),
forced on the lateral boundaries by results from the
global model from the Hadley Centre (HadCM2). The
river runoff is calculated with a large-scale hydrological model, the HBV-Baltic model (Graham 1999), and
forced by the RCA model. The Baltic Sea modelling is
based on the time-dependent PROBE-Baltic model
(Omstedt & Nyberg 1996) and the mean-state model of
Gustafsson (1997), both forced by the RCA and the
HBV-Baltic models.
In Section 2, the development of Baltic Sea modelling is reviewed. The meteorological and hydrological
forcing fields that will be evaluated are presented in
Section 3, together with a short description about the
implementation of the Baltic Sea models. The results
are presented in Section 4. A discussion related to
Baltic Sea climate modelling is given in Section 5.
Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

The Baltic Sea water exchange has been extensively
studied during the twentieth century. In the pioneering
work of Knudsen (1899, 1900), the long-term average
exchange through the straits was described as a
2-layer flow with the outflow in the upper layer and
inflow in the lower. Knudsen found that the transport
at the entrance should be the double of the river runoff
in the upper layer and equal to the river runoff in the
lower layer in order to fulfil the requirement of salt
conservation. Jacobsen (1925) related the water exchange of the Baltic Sea to surface-current observations from lightships. He suggested that the exchange
is proportional to the surface currents at the Drogden
Sill. Wyrtki (1954) and Soskin (1963) further refined
the method. However, this method has severe deficiencies for determining long-term exchange, partly
because the observations are likely to contain substantial errors due to the simple measuring techniques and
partly because of poorly known lateral variations. Also
the baroclinic component of the exchange may be of
considerable importance (see discussion in Jacobsen
1980).
In Knudsen (1899), the first attempt to model the
water exchange through the straits was presented.
Knudsen related measured currents at the sills to the
air pressure over the Baltic Sea and to the winds over
Skagerrak, Kattegat and the southern Baltic Sea. He
realised that the main driving of the flow is the sealevel variations forced by wind and air pressure variations. He did not, however, take into account the
storage of water in the Baltic Sea, which produced considerable errors. Witting (1918) calculated the monthly
water exchange between 1898 and 1912 from volumeconservation principles using sea-level observations,
evaporation calculations, precipitation observations
and river runoff data. Bergsten (1933) (according to
Jacobson 1980) introduced the assumption that a balance between an along-channel pressure gradient
(sea-level gradient) and bottom friction can describe
the flow through the straits. This essentially implies
that the flow should be proportional to the square root
of the sea-level difference between southern Baltic Sea
and the Kattegat. This, and refined versions of it, has
lately become the most frequently used description of
the flow through the straits (for reviews see Jacobsen
1980 and Gustafsson 1997).
Stigebrandt (1983) made the first prognostic simulation of the water and salt exchange in a manner that
was suitable for climate impact analysis. His timedependent model reproduced the stratification of the
Kattegat and the Belt Sea quite accurately as a function of observed sea level, river runoff and wind. The
model featured several new insights into the dyna-
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mics of the Baltic Sea entrance area. The most fundamental was the idea that both the outflow from the
surface layer of Kattegat and from the lower layer of
the Belt Sea into the Baltic are in geostrophic balance.
This balance constitutes a dynamic constraint at the
Kattegat-Skagerrak front, which is a key factor for the
whole Baltic Sea water exchange (Gustafsson 1997,
Jacobsen 1997). Further, Stigebrandt (1983) presented
functional dependencies between the Baltic Sea surface salinity and climate variations in freshwater supply, local wind, sea-level variability and Skagerrak
salinity. Stigebrandt’s model concept was later refined
and extended by Omstedt (1987, 1990), Omstedt &
Nyberg (1996), Omstedt & Axell (1998) and Gustafsson (2000a,b). Stigebrandt’s results concerning the
sensitivity of Baltic Sea salinity have been confirmed
by Gustafsson (1997, 2000b). The modelling of the
heat (including sea ice) and water cycles of the Baltic
Sea have been reviewed by Omstedt & Rutgersson
(2000).
The efforts to numerically model the Baltic Sea have
expanded rapidly during the last years, and include
several investigations using 3-dimensional models, for
example, Winkel-Steinberg et al. (1991), Huber et al.
(1994), Lehmann (1995), Meier (1996 1999), Sayin
& Krauss (1996), Schrum & Backhaus (1999) and
Lehmann & Hinrichsen (2000). A problem with the grid
models of the area is the enormous computational
effort needed to resolve the short lateral scales of the
baroclinic currents and strait flows. We can, however,
hope for more progress in this field as computer capacity increases and new, more physically correct parameterisations of unresolved processes are developed.

3. INVESTIGATION OF THE CLIMATE MODELS
3.1. Atmosphere simulations. Forcing fields for the
control run and the scenario run (Table 1) were
obtained from atmospheric simulations with an RCA
model, i.e. the Rossby Centre regional climate atmosphere model (Rummukainen et al. 1998, Räisänen et al.
1999). The RCA model was thereby used to downscale
fields produced by the global ocean-atmosphere model

HadCM2 (Johns et al. 1997, Räisänen & Döscher 1998).
The grid size in the RCA model is 44 km while the
HadCM2 model is much coarser with a grid size
around 250 km at 60° N.
The 2 simulations with the HadCM2 model were run
for 140 yr (1860 to 2100). The first simulation (control
run) was performed with constant, pre-industrial greenhouse gas composition. In the second simulation
(scenario run) the greenhouse gas composition was
prescribed according to measurements up to 1990 and
thereafter increasing 1% yr–1. For the RCA model
downscaling simulations 10 yr periods in the middle of
the HadCM2 model runs (2039 to 2049) were chosen.
3.2. River-runoff simulations. The river runoff was
simulated with a large-scale hydrological model (the
HBV-Baltic model, Graham 1999). The model was
forced by daily mean temperature and precipitation
results from the RCA model simulations. The river
runoff for both the control and the scenario runs was
simulated. The HBV model (Bergström 1995, Lindström et al. 1997) was originally developed more than
25 yr ago (Bergström & Forsman 1973) and has been
applied in a large number of studies. The modelling
approach is to divide the land into natural sub-basins
based upon catchment areas. Within each sub-basin,
discretization into elevation zones and land use is carried out. The HBV model is organised as a series of
boxes connected by fluxes that describe the main
physical processes such as snow, rain, evapotranspiration, and runoff. The model has been proven to be
robust over a wide range of scales up to the size of the
Baltic catchment area (Bergström & Graham 1998).
The model has recently been applied to evaluate
runoff generation processes in other atmospheric GCM
climate models (Graham & Jacob 2000).
3.3. Baltic Sea simulations. The Baltic Sea model
PROBE-Baltic (Omstedt & Nyberg 1996) was applied
using the different forcing data without any feedback
on the atmosphere or land surface. The model divides
the Baltic Sea into 13 sub-basins based upon bottom
topography as illustrated in Fig. 2. The properties of
each sub-basin are calculated in terms of horizontal
mean values of temperature, salinity, and ice-cover
making use of the k-ε turbulence model. Further, each

Table 1. Baltic Sea climate simulations forcing the PROBE-Baltic model with different data sets. RCA model: regional climate
atmosphere model. HBV-Baltic: regional river-runoff model
Run number

Meteorological forcing

River runoff

Sea levels

Initial conditions

Comments

(1) Standard
(2) Control
(3) Scenario

Observed
RCA model
RCA model

Observed
HBV-Baltic model
HBV-Baltic model

Observed, 1980–95
Observed, 1985–95
Observed, 1985–95

1 Nov 1980
1 Nov 1980
1 Nov 1980

15 yr
10 yr
10 yr
100 yr
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olution, were used to force the ocean
model. The river runoff was based
on calculations from the HBV-Baltic
model, where the RCA model forcing fields were used. In all ocean calculations the same initial conditions
were applied, corresponding to the
observed conditions in November
1980. Also the same lateral boundary
conditions were applied in all runs,
which means that the in- and outflows
through the Baltic entrance area were
forced by sea-level data from the Kattegat and that the deep-water temperature and salinity in the Kattegat were
kept constant.
To investigate the steady-state salinity response to the atmospheric and
river-runoff forcing, the ocean model
developed by Gustafsson (1997) was
applied. In this analytical model the
upper layer of the Kattegat and Belt
Sea are treated as a single water mass,
while the lower layer is treated as
dynamically passive source of water
and salt. The coupling to surrounding
sub-basins includes a geostrophic outflow to the Skagerrak, entrainment
flow from the lower layer, fluctuating
flow across the sills and freshwater
input from the Baltic Sea. One major
result from the model is the surface
Fig. 2. The Baltic Sea and Skagerrak system with sub-basins used in the
salinity in the outflow water from the
PROBE-Baltic model
Baltic Sea. In the model the river
runoff was based on calculations from
the HBV-Baltic model; the precipitation and evaporation were based on simulations from
sub-basin is coupled to surrounding sub-basins with
the RCA and PROBE-Baltic models respectively.
horizontal flows. In the standard run (see Table 1), the
ocean model was run with observed forcing data from
the period 1980 to 1995. The meteorological forcing
4. RESULTS
fields consisted of data from every 3 h on air temperature, wind speed and direction, total cloudiness and
4.1. Introduction
relative humidity from 7 synoptic stations. The daily
precipitation rates were calculated from 10 different
In this section, we present the results from some difregions of the Baltic Sea (Omstedt et al. 1997). Further,
ferent simulations with the ocean models (Table 1).
observed monthly mean river runoff to the Baltic Sea
First the sea-surface temperatures from some sub(Bergström & Carlsson 1994) and daily mean sea level
basins are studied. The corresponding results for sea
in the Kattegat were used. The PROBE-Baltic model
ice are then analysed. The water balance for the whole
has been proven to realistically simulate sea-surface
Baltic Sea is then studied based on the RCA model
temperatures, sea ice, and the vertical structure of
control and scenario runs and compared with observatemperature and salinity (e.g. Omstedt & Axell 1998).
tions and calculations from the global climate model
The quality of the model will be further discussed in
ECHAM4 (Stendal & Roeckner 1998). The correspondSection 4.
ing salinity response is also examined by calculating
For the climate control and scenario simulations
the steady-state Baltic Sea surface salinity according to
(Table 1) the 10 yr RCA model runs, with 6 h time res-
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Fig. 3. Calculations of monthly-mean sea-surface temperatures in the Kattegat
according to: (a) the standard run (thin line) together with observations (thick
line), (b) the control run and (c) the scenario run. Error bars: SD in the calculations (from 10 yr). For the different runs see Table 1. The observed data are
based on observations from Stn Anholt East in the Kattegat and performed by
the Swedish Coast Guard during the period 1984 to 1998
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perature (Rummukainen et al. 1998). In
this way the surface climate properties
from the RCA model control run became more realistic. In the section we
use the meteorological forcing fields
from the RCA model calculations and
calculate the sea-surface temperatures
with the PROBE-Baltic ocean model.
The results illustrate what one could
expect if an ocean model were linked
to the RCA model.
The monthly-mean sea-surface temperatures simulated by the PROBEBaltic model from selected sub-basins
are shown in Figs. 3 to 5. The model
calculations for the standard run are
also verified with climate data (Figs. 3a,
4a & 5a). The data are based upon observations at some standard hydrographic stations and averaged over a
15 to 20 yr period during present climate conditions. The simulated seasurface temperatures are close to the
observed data, but slightly too cold,
particularly during winter and spring
seasons. The mean error and root mean

Gustafsson (1997). Finally, the vertical
salinity structures are examined based
on the RCA model scenario run and a
100 yr Baltic Sea simulation.

4.2. Sea-surface temperatures
In the RCA model calculations, no
ocean or lake models were applied. Instead the sea-surface temperatures in
the Baltic Sea and Skagerrak region
were taken from the HadCM2 model
calculations, which were in general too
warm during winter and too cold during
summer. Due to its horizontal coarseness
the HadCM2 model did not include ice
in the Baltic Sea or in the Nordic lakes.
In some earlier test runs, the use of
the sea-surface temperatures from the
HadCM2 model model caused severe
problems when simulating a realistic
Nordic surface climate. To overcome
these problems tuned ice-proxy models
for the Baltic Sea and for the lakes
were introduced based on the closest
HadCM2 model monthly mean soil tem-

Fig. 4. Calculations of monthly-mean sea-surface temperatures in the Eastern
Gotland Basin according to: (a) the standard run (thin line) together with observations (thick line), (b) the control run and (c) the scenario run. Error bars: SD in
the calculations (from 10 yr). For the different runs see Table 1. The observed
data are based on observations from Stn BY15 in the Eastern Gotland Basin and
performed by the Swedish Coast Guard during the period 1974 to 1998
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period 1720 to 1997) are also shown.
The classification of the ice winters
follows that by Seinä & Palosuo (1993)
and the figure illustrates that the
period 1980 to 1995 includes both
mild, normal and extremely severe ice
winters. The model simulation shows
high skill, with a mean error of 13 × 103
km2 (model overestimation of about
7%) and a root square mean error of
32 × 103 km2.
The corresponding simulations using control and scenario forcing fields
are given in Fig. 7. The control run
(Fig. 7a) shows that the ice extent
is reasonably realistically simulated.
However, the control run show a bias
towards a slightly larger ice extent
compared to the climate mean. For the
RCA model scenario run (Fig. 7b), the
annual maximum extent of ice is much
reduced, indicating a large change in
Fig. 5. Calculations of monthly-mean sea-surface temperatures in the Bothnian
Baltic Sea winter conditions. Several
Bay according to: (a) the standard run (thin line) together with observations
studies on the extent of ice and climate
(thick line), (b) the control run and (c) the scenario run. Error bars: SD in the calchange are available, illustrating a
culations (from 10 yr). For the different runs see Table 1. The observed data are
based on observations from Stn F9 in the Bothnian Bay and performed by the
strong impact on the extent of ice durSwedish Coast Guard during the period 1973 to 1998
ing climate warming (Seinä 1993,
Haapala & Leppäranta 1996, 1997, Tinz
1996, 1998, Omstedt & Nyberg 1996).
square error between the standard run and the obserAs ice formation is due to a sensitive balance between
vations are typically –1 and 1°C respectively.
net heat loss and mixing, any estimation of strongly
The sea-surface temperatures in the control run
reduced sea-ice cover should be studied with great
show a realistic seasonal cycle and realistic winter
care. However, it is interesting to notice that the scetemperatures at freezing. However, the control run is
nario run indicates a maximum extent of ice close to
slightly colder than the standard run particularly durthe observed long-term minimum and that there is
ing winter and spring seasons (Figs. 3b, 4b & 5b). The
almost no ice during 3 out of 10 winters. From earlier
corresponding calculations from the scenario run show
calculations using the PROBE-Baltic model it was
similar seasonal cycles but with higher sea-surface
learned that with an air-temperature increase of + 3°C
(reference period: 1981 to 1995), the maximum annual
temperatures, particularly during the winter season
extent of ice could be expected to become zero during
(Figs. 3c, 4c & 5c). During the summer seasons the sce1 out of 15 winters. With such a large climate warming
nario run also indicates an increased temperature. If an
as simulated by the RCA model, it is thus most likely
ocean model were coupled with the RCA model one
that the Baltic Sea will become completely ice-free
could thus expect a quite realistic sea-surface-temperduring some winters.
ature evolution during the control run and a strong
change in the scenario run. The implications on the
extent of sea ice will be discussed in the next subsec4.4. Water cycle and heat balance
tion.

4.3. Sea ice
The modelled extent of sea ice using the PROBEBaltic ocean model and observed meteorological fields
(standard run) is illustrated in Fig. 6. In the figure some
limits for the present climate conditions (based on the

Some different estimates of the Baltic Sea water
cycle and heat balance are given in Table 2. In the
study by Omstedt & Rutgersson (2000), evaporation
rates were calculated using the PROBE-Baltic ocean
model forced by observed data for the period 1980 to
1995. This simulation illustrated that the long-term
water balance was consistent with the salinity of the
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Fig. 6. Observed annual maximum extent of ice and calculations using the PROBE-Baltic model and observed forcing fields
(standard run)

Baltic Sea (Omstedt & Axell 1998) and is therefore
regarded as a good estimation of the present (1980 to
1995) climate conditions. The ECHAM4 model simulations for the Baltic Sea were reported by Jacob et al.
(1997) and are given for 2 different runs in the table.
The long-term heat balance from the ECHAM4 model
simulations reported by Jacob et al. (1997) was also
discussed in the analysis by Omstedt & Rutgersson
(2000). Earlier estimations of the water balance of the
Baltic Sea are given in HELCOM (1986). Finally in
Table 2, the water-balance components from the RCA
model simulations are shown. In these calculations the

river runoff was calculated using the HBV-Baltic
model and using RCA model forcing fields. The evaporation rates were calculated using the PROBE-Baltic
model and forced by the RCA model runs. The steadystate salinities of the Baltic Sea were calculated using
the model in Gustafsson (1997) and represent the surface salinities of the outflowing water from the Baltic
Sea.
In Table 2, one can notice that the RCA model control and scenario runs, as interpreted from the PROBEBaltic model, give high net precipitation rates (precipitation minus evaporation) over the Baltic Sea. The

Table 2. A comparison between some estimates of the long-term mean water balance of the Baltic Sea (not including the Kattegat and the Belt Sea), where P is the precipitation rate, E the evaporation rate, Q r the river runoff, A S(P – E) the net precipitation,
Q sum = Q r + A S(P – E), and S the surface salinity of the Baltic Sea
E
(m)

A S(P – E)
(103 m3 s–1)

0.44b
0.50
0.56
0.44
e
0.36e
e
0.47e

1.87
3.77
3.46
1.26
3.41
4.42

P
(m)
0.60
0.83
0.85
0.58
0.65
0.84
a

b

Qr
(104 m3 s–1)
c

1.51c
1.53
1.57
1.38
f
1.88f
f
2.10f

Q sum
(104 m3 s–1)

Sa
(psu)

Source

1.70
1.91
1.92
1.51
2.22
2.54

7.06
6.28
6.23
7.92
5.34
4.56

Omstedt & Rutgersson (2000)
Jacob et al.(1997), Run 1
Jacob et al.(1997), Run 2
HELCOM (1986)d
Control run, RCA model
Scenario run, RCA model

Steady-state Baltic Sea surface salinities from Gustafsson (1997). Model tuned for freshwater runoff equal to 16 000 m3 s–1,
giving S = 7.5 (psu)
b
From PROBE-Baltic (Omstedt & Nyberg 1996), period: 1980 to 1995
c
From Bergström & Carlsson (1994), period: 1980 to 1995
d
From Tables 6, 7 and 11g in HELCOM (1986)
e
From PROBE-Baltic model (Omstedt & Nyberg 1996) based on RCA model forcing
f
From HBV-Baltic model (Graham 1999) based on RCA model forcing
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Fig. 7. Calculated annual maximum extent of ice using (a) control and (b) scenario forcing fields

corresponding river-runoff calculations also indicate
high rates. In the RCA model control run the total
freshwater input to the Baltic Sea was calculated as
2.22 × 104 m3 s–1, which is about 5000 m3 s–1 more than
one would expect for the present climate conditions.
The total freshwater input in the scenario run was 2.54
× 104 m3 s–1 or about 8000 m3 s–1 more than that with
present climate conditions. The freshwater input in the
control run, and probably also in the scenario run, is
thus clearly too high. This illustrates that the water
cycle of the atmosphere and land surface models needs
to be improved.

4.5. Vertical structure of salinity
The stratification of the Baltic Sea is strongly dependent on salinity. Winsor et al. (2000) have demonstrated that the salinity at the Gotland Deep (Stn BY15)
represents the Baltic Sea salt content very well. We
will therefore evaluate the response in salinity due to
the different forcing fields by showing the results from
the Eastern Gotland Basin (Fig. 2). The observed salinity data together with simulated values based upon the
PROBE-Baltic model and observed forcing (standard
run) are given in Fig. 8. Based upon the difference

Omstedt et al.: Baltic Sea modelling to investigate water cycle and heat balance
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Fig. 8. (a) Observed vertical structure of salinity in the Eastern Gotland Basin and (b) calculations based on observed forcing
fields (standard run). Dates: yymmdd

between the modelled and the observed median profiles of salinity the mean error and root mean square
error were + 0.013 and 0.263 psu, respectively (Omstedt & Axell 1998). During the illustrated period, only 1
major inflow event occurred. This event can be
observed (Fig. 8a,b) as increased bottom salinity, starting at end of 1992. In the simulation the bottom salinities were, however, slightly overestimated during this
inflow event.
The Baltic Sea transient salinity responses for the
control and scenario runs are illustrated in Fig. 9. In the
control run (Fig. 9a) the calculations show that the
salinity is reduced compared to the standard run. The
simulated salinities in the scenario run (Fig. 9b) are reduced even more, which can be noticed particularly in
the surface layers. However, also the deep layers become fresher. It should be noticed that the modelled
salinities drift towards lower values. This is due to the

long stratification spin-up time, which is typically 100 yr
for the Baltic Proper (Omstedt & Axell 1998). The calculations in Fig. 9 are thus much influenced by the initial
conditions and they are not in balance with the freshwater supply. A comparison with the steady-state salinities in Table 2 indicates that much longer time periods
are needed before the Baltic Sea adjusts to the forcing.
Hence, the use of short time periods for simulation of
the Baltic Sea climate change is questionable.
To illustrate the long-term adjustment of the stratification to the forcing, a 100 yr time integration was run
starting from the same initial conditions as before. The
same 10 yr forcing fields (the RCA model scenario run)
were then used repeatedly 10 times. The water-level
data from the Kattegat were, as before, taken from the
period 1985 to 1995, which included the major inflow
in 1992-1993. We therefore assumed that 1 major
inflow event could occur once during each 10 yr
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Fig. 9. Calculated vertical structure of salinity in the Eastern Gotland Basin based on (a) control and (b) scenario forcing fields

period. The salinity structures in the Eastern Gotland
Basin after 50 and 100 yr are illustrated in Fig. 10. The
increased bottom salinity at the end of the 100 yr run
(Fig. 10b) reflects an inflow with a salinity of about
5 psu lower than in the standard run (Fig. 8b).
Even though the salinity structure in the 50 and
100 yr simulations differed quite a lot from the 10 yr
simulation, the calculated sea-surface temperatures
and extent of ice did not deviate significantly. The reason can be explained by studying Figs. 9 & 10, in which
the vertical salinity structures are quite similar and by
remembering that the thermodynamic time scale is
short (Omstedt & Rutgersson 2000). In the calculations
the wind and in- and outflows were exactly the same in
all 10 yr spin-up simulations; the surface mixed layer
therefore did not change in the different 10 yr runs.
This again illustrates the drawback of using short time
slices for scenario runs. The vertical structures of the
scenario run (Fig. 10b) and of the present Baltic Sea
(Fig. 8b) show similarity; the salinity is reduced by

about 5 psu from surface to bottom. This implies that
the salinity of the entrance area has changed by
approximately the same amount. In Gustafsson (1997)
it was found that for increases of freshwater supply the
salinity of the Baltic Sea and the surface layer in the
Kattegat are indeed reduced by the same magnitude.
This is, however, not the case for climate changes of
wind and/or sea levels. A comparison between the 2
different Baltic Sea models is illustrated in Fig. 11. In
the figure we illustrate the observed salinity structure
in the Arkona Basin based upon present climate conditions (1980 to 1995) and corresponding calculation
using the PROBE-Baltic model. The median salinity
profile in the Arkona Basin based on the PROBE-Baltic
model between the Years 90 and 100 in the scenario
run and the corresponding calculation with the steadystate model by Gustafsson (1997) are also shown. Both
ocean models indicate a large reduction in salinity
compared to the present climate conditions. We can
again notice that the difference between today’s cli-
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Fig. 10. Calculated vertical structure of salinity in the Eastern Gotland Basin based on scenario forcing fields after (a) 50 and
(b) 100 yr of spin-up time

Fig. 11. Salinity in the Arkona Basin as modelled by the 2 ocean models. The PROBE-Baltic model calculations during standard
run (–h–) are compared with observations (–––) from the Arkona Basin (Stn BY2) using median profiles from the period 1980 to
1995. The results, with calculations according to the scenario run, from the PROBE-Baltic model and the model by Gustafsson
(1997) are also illustrated (–s– and an arrow, respectively)
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mate and the scenario run gives a similar salinity
change from surface to bottom. The explanation is that
when the freshwater input to the Baltic Sea is increased, the salinity in the outflowing surface water is
reduced and the salinity in the Kattegat is reduced.
This reduces the salinity in the inflowing deep water to
the Baltic Sea, and a decreasing salinity can been seen
in the deeper layers.

sitive to salinity with respect to reproduction (Serrao et
al. 1996, Vallin et al. 1999). Matthäus (1995) has also
pointed out the importance of the Baltic Sea in climate
research, as it has long time series of observations and
is a system that is most sensitive to fluctuations in forcing. Backhaus (1996) concluded that the Baltic Sea
probably is more sensitive to climate change than the
North Sea because of a stronger coupling between
temperature and salinity stratification.

5. DISCUSSION
6. CONCLUSIONS
This work illustrates how Baltic Sea modelling can
be used to interpret climate atmosphere models. Based
on forcing data from the climate models, the Baltic Sea
salinity and annual maximum extent of ice can be used
as integral properties to check the quality of the climate models. In the present work we have assumed
the same initial conditions in both the control and the
scenario runs. This could be justified for the sea-surface temperatures and for sea ice as the thermodynamic memory of the Baltic Sea is short, probably less
than 1 yr (Omstedt & Rutgersson 2000). For the vertical
structure of the Baltic Sea and in particularly salinity
this is, however, not appropriate. Due to the reduced
exchange through the Baltic Sea entrance area, with a
typical freshwater residence time of about 34 yr (Winsor et al. 2000), simulations of time periods of 10 yr are
too short. This implies that for Baltic Sea climate studies the whole scenario run from the present to the year
2100 needs to be considered.
In the PROBE-Baltic model calculation we used the
same forcing data from the North Sea, represented by
sea levels in Kattegat from 1985 to 1995 with 1 major
inflow included. This is of course an oversimplification
and needs to be studied in much more detail.
For all calculations the ocean models were run as
stand-alone models. The coupling between the atmosphere and ocean or between the atmosphere and ice
were thus not dealt with. In the future we need to run
coupled atmospheric, ocean and land-surface models
to investigate the climate response. One could then
expect both positive and negative feedback mechanisms. For example, a colder atmosphere will generate
more ice, which will then cool the atmosphere even
more. An interesting question is whether regional coupled models will reduce or enhance the strong climate
warming signal that is simulated in most GCM runs.
Even though more efforts are needed to improve the
climate modelling, the implications from the present
calculations are that climate warming can be expected
to reduce the extent of sea ice and the salinity in the
Baltic Sea. This will of course have a strong influence
on the biological systems in the Baltic Sea. For example, both the Baltic Sea cod and seaweed are very sen-

In this work we have used oceanographic models of
the Baltic Sea as a tool to interpret results from the first
simulations with the Rossby Centre regional climate
atmosphere (RCA) model. The purpose was to obtain a
first scenario of the future state of the Baltic Sea and to
review the consistency of the water cycle and heat balance produced by RCA model. The RCA model was
used to improve the much coarser results from the coupled ocean-atmosphere GCM model HadCM2 through
dynamic downscaling. For the river-runoff simulations
a large-scale hydrological model forced by the RCA
model was also applied. Two types of ocean models
were used to interpret the RCA model, one transient
and one steady-state model.
The main conclusions may be summarised as follows:
(1) Baltic Sea modelling can serve as a useful tool
when reviewing atmospheric climate models and indicates that the heat balance (as measured by seasurface temperature and extent of ice) can be quite
realistically reproduced for the present climate conditions if dynamic downscaling is used. However, the
water cycle (net precipitation over the open sea and
river runoff) shows a freshwater input to the Baltic Sea
that is too large and therefore needs to be improved.
(2) The use of short time slice periods of 10 yr when
studying future climate-change conditions are questionable, due to the long freshwater residence time
and therefore long stratification spin-up time in the
Baltic Sea.
(3) The scenario run indicates strong impacts on both
the water cycle and the heat balance, with increased
sea-surface temperatures, a much reduced extent of
sea ice and reduced salinity. The reduced salinity
implies possible serious effects on the future marine
life in the Baltic Sea.
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